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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
asinos are establishments where people can participate in various forms of 
gambling. This market is huge and always growing, leading many 
companies from all over the world to wanting to be part of the action. With 

advancements in technology over the past decade, there has been an increase in 
the popularity of gambling apps and social online gambling, showing the market is 
shifting for consumer gambling habits.

Land-based casinos are slowly being replaced with online gambling, as many 
establishments find it hard to keep up with the consumer changes. They could cater 
to the market and launch an online product, However, running a successful online 
casino is an entirely different process to a land-based casino. It could be more 
complex, expensive and time-consuming.

to simplify the process of land-based casinos making the move to an online format 
while minimizing the cost. We will build an integrated platform that allows the 
land-based casinos throughout the world to broadcast their real-time dealer games. 
With our Combined Remote Operating License issued by UK Gambling Commission 
and many years of solid experience in the gambling industry, we can fully provide 
compliance control, equipment setup, gambling software, technical and customer 
support as one-stop services. This system enables universal players to enjoy 
gaming on their computer at home or via their mobile devices without visiting the 
physical casinos.

As we partner with more and more 
land-based casinos in various places, 
we will create an exciting and prosperous 
gambling environment with many players 
around the world. As website traffic 
increases and there is more demand for 
a diverse gambling environment, other 
features will be added such as Poker, 

C

GlobeCas provides solutions“ ”

RNG games, slot machine and 
sportsbook to strengthen the GlobeCas 
platform. This comprehensive platform 
offers a variety of casinos games to suit 
different people's preferences to create a 
large customer base. Allowing GlobeCas 
to become the biggest online casino in 
the world.
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The large client base is also an 
advantage to casino games. Poker for 
example, will have thousands or more 
players competing from different 
countries such as the UK, Germany, 
Netherlands, Japan etc. Cross cultural 
gaming makes Poker for example, even 
more exciting and sports betting from 
across the globe will also diversify the
sportsbook’s risk. Generally, the revenue 
of sportsbook is the spread between 
two betting sides. If the betting is found 
to be imbalanced, a dealer will need to 
lay it to another company to minimize 
the risk. On the other hand, most online 
casinos do not have enough volume to 
bet both sides and must bet against the 
clients. In GlobeCas, many clients will 
ensure the sportsbook is profitable 
without taking the risk of one-sided 
bets.

Promoting the development and 
enhancing the quality of the entire 
industry is achieved from revolutionizing 
the online casino to the amount of 
diversity our platform will offer. The 
GlobeCas platform will offer many 
different live dealer tables around the 
world casinos, so players have many 
choices to join and play. The 
competition among all land-based 
casinos is no longer limited any given 

region, it is now international. The 
operators must think about their own 
strategies such as designing unique 
themes or employing more attractive 
dealers to entice more clients to click 
into their platforms. One of the main 
concerns for most clients participation in 
online Gambling, is the fairness and 
randomness of Digital and RNG games 
such as slot machines and Roulette, this 
issue has been covered as GlobeCas 
strictly follow the regulations put in place 
to hold a UK gambling license. All the 
software has been approved by the UK 
Gambling Commission and tested by a 
third-party accredited software house. 
GlobeCas will set the new standard for 
what the gambling industry should be, 
making it hard for the crooks to survive 
in the market.

One of the biggest issues most online 
casinos are facing are the transaction 
methods. The standard ways to deposit 
and withdraw are through credit cards, 
bank transfers and online eWallets such 
as PayPal or Neteller. However, these 
ways can be inconvenient in less 
developed countries. Worse still, the 
long transaction time and expensive 
handling fees are the main causes that 
prevent people from playing. With the 
introduction of blockchain technology, 
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people no longer rely on third-party 
payment services such as credit cards, 
bank transfer or other eWallets for 
gaming. Players can now deposit and 
withdraw through our own standardized 
Crypto-coin GlobeCas Token (GCT).

GlobeCas standardizes the transaction 
method across all land-based and 
online casinos in our network. Using 
GCT on our platform means that the 
clients are no longer locked in a single 
casino, they can use GCT as trading 

currency allowing them to gamble across 
different land-based casinos. With this 
payment method in place, if one casino 
goes into liquidation, clients could still 
use their GCT in many other casinos. 
Having transaction take place this way 
also protects and supports clients as they 
can withdraw at any place and any time 
automatically. GlobeCas will ultimately 
bring the global casinos into one platform 
and create the largest casino in the 
world!
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2. MARKET OPPORTUNITIES

The gambling industry has experienced 
a tremendous growth over the last 
decade. Nowadays, people do not only 
gamble in land-based casinos but also 
gamble online with desktop computers 
or mobile devices. As gambling has 
become more accessible for the 
masses, including younger people and 
women, the traditional land-based 
casinos give off an air of exclusivity but 
impose geographical restrictions. 
Players, therefore, would prefer 
spending time in and around online 
casinos. The market is forecasted to 
reach around £ 59 billion by 2022.

THE EXPONENTIAL GROWTH OF ONLINE GAMBLING
Focusing on the UK, back in 2015 the 
online gambling yield only accounts for 
£3.6 billion or 29% of all gambling in 
Britain. Between April 2016 and March 
2017, online gambling accounts for 
34% of overall gambling in Britain with 
Gross Gambling Yield (GGY1) of £4.7 
billion. This represents a 10.1% rise in 
remote Gross Gambling Yield in the 
previous financial years. Going these 
figures show the gambling market is 
continuously growing.
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Although there is rapid growth in the online gambling sector, many clients find that 
playing online simply does not offer the same experience of playing in a brick and 
mortar casino. Computerized casino games like slot machine, video poker, RNG 
games are monotonous and potentially rigged. As more people move away from the 
digital gambling games, market demand shows live dealer games are in the rise. 
There is no need to worry about fairness anymore as they feature real-time action 
at real dealer tables. They bring player’s online experience much closer to the one 
at a land-based casino and offer a great entertainment.

THE TREND OF LIVE DEALER GAMES
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Why players prefer live dealer games?
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THE INVENTION OF BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY 
AND CRYPTOCURRENCY

The deposit and withdrawal methods of 
online casinos are always the limiting 
factors. Clients from different countries 
vary with transaction practices, as well as 
high-cost handling fees and 
unacceptable transaction times. This is 
the main barrier for online casino 
promotion throughout the world. Without 
a clear transaction and settlement 
method, most land-based casinos 
would be discouraged to go online.

A cryptocurrency is a medium of 
exchange which has rapidly gained 
popularity in previous years. People are 

slowly understanding the value and 
application of the crypto coin. It operates 
at the universal level and makes 
transactions quite easy. It can be applied 
to many industries and cases to reform 
the whole business model, so 
enterprises can promote globally and 
demolish the transaction barrier. There 
are not usually transaction fees for 
cryptocurrency exchanges. You can 
freely buy or sell your coins or tokens 
depending the target price.



In today's world, land-based casinos go 
online is a natural tendency if casinos 
want to compete in the market. However, 
developing an online casino can be very 
costly for any company that wants to 
move forward. Offering the live dealer 
games, you will need to build your own 
live casino studio. This studio would 
include live video streaming equipment 
and operators to handle this equipment, 

several dealers to host the games, 
online marketing and much more costs 
behind the scenes.
There are some live casino suppliers 
that provide all the elements needed to 
run a live casino studio. These packages 
are high-priced and customers are also 
required to share a large percentage of 
net profit to the suppliers.

High investment cost

Online gambling is one of the most 
highly regulated industries across the 
globe due to the illegal activities such as 
money laundering, fraud and underage 
gambling. To minimize the risk to 
society, a license is always required, 
otherwise it is a serious criminal offense. 
Being licensed means the company 
must follow strict regulations put in place 
to keep clients safe. The entire process 
from applying for the online gambling 
license to the business operation stage 
is time-consuming and will potentially 
cost millions of dollars.

Holding a land-based casino lincense 
does not mean that the operator can 
legally launch an online casino, which a 
remote casino license is always 
required. However, many online casinos 
are operating in a grey area because 
they are partially regulated. As a result, 
they tell the clients that their businesses 
are legal. This is not the case, the 
directors and the team of the company 
have the legal responsibility if any part of 
the business is involved in illegal 
activities.

Licensing Issue
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Many players worry about the fairness 
and reliability of online casinos games. 
There are many reputable online casinos 
out there, however there are just as 
many which are fraudulent. These 
blacklisted online casinos can be easily 
found on the internet. Live dealer games 
for example, the most critical issue to 
deal with is latency. Operators can 
exploit the time gap to cheat the players. 
Other regular casinos games like slot 
machines and RNG games can be also 
rigged, they are designed with a 
backdoor to cheat or control the 
chances of winning.

Although the cryptocurrency has solved 
most of the transaction issues, some 
illegal online casinos take advantage of 
this technology. These illegal casinos 
use bitcoin as the trading currency, 
when clients would like to withdraw the 
balance, they are unable to do so. Even 
worse, there is no way to complain 
about the unlicensed casinos. Other 
threats included the security of the virtual 
casinos as many hackers are targeting 
gambling client’s online earnings, along 
with their personal data.

Trust issue
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Introduction of GlobeCas
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4.

GAMES STYLES

Live Dealer Games Baccarat, Roulette, Blackjack, Non-Commission Baccarat, Sic bo

Texas Hold’em, Omaha, Hi-Low Omaha, Stud, Razz,
Five Card Draw & 7 Card Draw

Blackjack, Roulette, Sic bo.

Over 100 different styles.

Support fixed odds sports betting in Football, Basketball, Baseball,
Tennis, Badminton and all type of real gaming events for in-play
and live betting with Asian Handicap.

Big2, Mahjong, Fight the Landlord

Full Feature Poker

RNG Games

Slot Machines

Chinese style games

Sportsbook

The games we have developed as follows:

GlobeCas was founded to connect the 
global casinos and the clients from 
different countries around the globe 
under one integrated platform with the 
same cryptocurrency. We are an 
experienced team with over 13 years of 
solid business experience in the 
gambling industry.
Lucky 8, our structured company for 
gambling compliance control, began as a 

gambling consulting firm for various 
famous online casinos in Europe and 
Asia. In 2008, the UK Gambling 
Commission granted a remote gambling 
license to us which allows for online 
gambling activities and casino-based 
software development. Since then, we 
have invested millions of dollars to 
develop a full range of gaming software 
and become a software solution provider 
in the gambling industry

In early 2017, we developed a full feature 
poker website and have received an 
approval from UK Gambling Commission 
for launch. This acceptance means we 
can legally advertise within the UK and 
other whitelisted gambling jurisdictions 

such as EEA countries, Alderney, Antigua 
and Barbuda, Gibraltar, Isle of Man and 
Tasmania. Meanwhile, we are studying 
the ICO market and working on the ICO 
development.
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Our Client Management System is the 
most comprehensive administrative 
system, including player management, 
bonus control, campaign management, 
affiliates, reports, risk monitors and other 
managerial controls. It is a system that 

provides everything an operator needs 
to run an online platform. In fact, this 
system has been operated for years by 
several online casinos.

www.globecas.com

Our online casino is running with the 
latest technologies that are reliable and 
secure. This model is scalable and 
flexible that allows us to adjust and suit in 
any market with different cultures, 

languages or currencies. All the software 
is 100% self-developed and tested by 
the third-party accredited software 
house. We strictly follow the laws and 
meet all regulatory requirements.

4.1. EXISTING PLATFORMS AND TECHNOLOGIES
4.1.1. ONLINE CASINO

4.1.2. CLIENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

This year 2018, we believe it is the right 

time to take one step further and integrate 

our technologies into physical casinos. 

GlobeCas provides solutions to simplify 

the process and lower the cost for 

land-based casinos to go online. We will 

build an integrated platform that allows the 

land-based casinos throughout the world 

to broadcast their real-time dealer games. 

The growth of our project is expected to 

be exponential and will completely change 

the gambling ecosystem.

Once the ICO is in place, we will be in a 
very strong position to progress the 
project, including the purchase of 
land-based casinos. Having our own 
land-based casino will strengthen the 
company for continuous expansion. 
Together with our UK gambling license, 
well-developed software and 
cryptocurrency technology, there is no 
limit of how far we can go or how many 
countries we introduce to the network.
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 Here are some examples:
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Producing live dealer games is our forte 
in the gambling industry. Since 2010, we 
have been developing live dealer games 
and at that time, videos were streamed in 
real time from our UK live dealer studio. 
Later, this technology was applied in 
some European physical casinos. It 
assured players that the games are fair 
and operated in a secure environment.

This true-to-life feature brings the same 
atmosphere that players would get at a 
table in any land-based casinos around 
the world without physically visiting. 
Clients see the croupiers deal their cards 

or spin the roulette wheel – all in real 
time! To prove the videos are not 
pre-recorded, we have a TV in the 
background streaming a news channel 
or a mobile phone on the table that 
everyone can call. Live chat is also 
allowed between real casino dealers and 
the rest of the players in order to avoid 
the dull and boring scene.

A range of technology can be used to 
bring the brick and mortar casino to the 
online casino player, operators always 
prefer the process that won’t need to 
change the interior, existing dealer tables 
and gambling tools all that much.

The roulette wheel sensor is simply 
placed on the rim of the wheel. Players 
place wagers on the roulette game page 
whilst a timer counts down to zero. The 
croupier then spins the ball which 
determines the winning number. The 
sensor applied the optical method to 
gather the information about track speed, 

wheel speed, wheel direction and ball 
land position. Once the ball lands into a 
certain cell of the wheel, our 
well-developed software transmits the 
result to all internet players and 
automatically adjust for wins and losses. 
The cycle is repeated at approximately 
40 second intervals.

4.2. WELL-DEVELOPED CASINO GAMES
4.2.1. LIVE DEALER GAMES

Live Dealers Roulette
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A card recognition system is applied to 
identify all the members of a standard 
deck of playing cards. With a 
high-resolution camera capturing the 
dealer table, the system recognizes the 
cards by card color, card suit, face card 
character, image segmentation etc. The 
cards dealt in live dealer games are 
generally bigger in size for easy viewing 

We specialize in Sportsbook that 
supports all type of sports events. The 
platform allows the operator to open any 
real sports event and allow clients to 
place bets before the games or even 
during the sports event.

through the video stream. Our 
self-developed software conveys the 
information to player interface screens 
and determine for wins and losses. The 
cycle is repeated at approximately 50 
second intervals. The complete process 
is monitored by an assigned person to 
make sure there is no error.

Live Dealers Baccarat & Blackjack

4.2.2. SPORTSBOOK
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4.2.3. FULL FEATURE POKER

4.2.4. RNG GAMES AND SLOT MACHINES
We have developed over 100 RNG games and Slot Machines with 95% payout rate 
regulated by UK Gambling Commission.

Full feature Poker includes Texas 
Hold’em, Omaha, Hi-Lo Omaha, Stud, 
Razz, 7-Card Draw with a 
comprehensive point system for ring 
game and tournament.
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4.2.5. CHINESE STYLE GAMES

Some Chinese style games are becoming more popular in the market. Fight the 
Landlord (also called Dou Dizhu), Big2 and Mahjong have all been widely promoted.

4.3. QUALIFICATION
Online gambling is one of the most highly regulated industries across the globe 
due to the illegal activities such as money laundering, fraud, and underage 
gambling. To minimize the risk to society, a license is always required. Being 
licensed means the company must be following strict regulations to conduct their 
business legally, such as:

- The management and operation of casinos remain free from criminal
   influence and exploitation.
- No underage gambling.
- Responsible Advertising.
- Gaming activities are fair, safe and conducted honestly.
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GlobeCas was granted the most 
recognized Combined Remote 
Operating License by UK Gambling 
Commission. Applying for this type of 
limited license is very complicated. The 
company must be able to prove that 
there is sufficient capital to operate the 
business and a management team who 
can prove that they can operate a virtual 
casino under a UK gambling 
compliance and anti-money laundering 
act.
Many companies who have tried to 
apply for a UK gambling license have 
been rejected mainly because they 
failed to structure their business properly 
or lacked gambling operational 
knowledge and experience. 
Furthermore, the UK has strict 
regulations on license development and 
gaming software testing before 
launching these businesses. This avoids 
the public from frauds and inferior 
gambling companies, who might 
jeopardize gambling clients or tarnish 

the reputation of the UK gambling 
industry. The whole application process 
is time-consuming, probably lasting for 
few years and potentially costing millions 
of dollars. Because of these factors, 
many companies choose to apply for a 
gambling license in other countries with 
much simpler procedure.

GlobeCas understands that there is no 
single legislation that covers the legality 
of online gambling in all countries. The 
UK, for example, does not allow their 
licensed internet casinos to offer service 
outside their whitelisted countries. 
Without a UK gambling license, a virtual 
casino is not permitted to accept clients 
and advertise in this region. Therefore, a 
company’s business activities are limited 
by the countries to which their gambling 
licenses are issued. Without proper 
gambling regulations, clients are not 
protected and have no way to complain 
if problems arise. Instead, each country 
has its own set of law regarding 
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4.3.1. COMBINED REMOTE OPERATING LICENSE 
– UK GAMBLING COMMISSION

These regulations are put in place to keep clients safe, allowing them to game with 
peace of mind.
Any company without a license is prohibited from performing any gambling activities 
including the development of gaming software and public advertisement. Operating 
without a license is a serious criminal offense.
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gambling activities. It is important to 
understand each jurisdiction’s local 
gambling law and apply for the right 
gambling license to work with those 
local casinos. As our existing UK 
Gambling license has proven that we 

have achieved the highest standard of 
compliance with knowledge, experience 
and capital for the business. Applying for 
the gambling licenses in other countries 
is comparatively easy. GlobeCas is a 
company who truly understands the 

Our Combined Remote Operating License issued by UK Gambling Commission 
owned by Lucky 8, our structured company, is displayed on the above. This license 
allows us to operate remote casinos and manufacture, supply, install or adapt 
gambling software. Most importantly, this allows us to advertise locally. Having this 
UK gambling license means the company is highly reputable with credibility and 
integrity. It also represents a great potential for long-term business growth.

gambling industry.
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RNG games such as Video Poker, Slot 
Machines, Lottery and Bingo use 
random number generation to determine 
the outcomes. Players worry about these 
games not truly being random or that the 
results have been manipulated. 
Therefore, a Random Number Generator 
Certificate is needed to prove the games 
are fair and no pre-determined 
outcomes are in place. Our Random 
Number Generator is tested by the third- 
party accredited software house and 
approved by UK Gambling Commission. 

4.3.2. GAMING RANDOM NUMBER
GENERATOR CERTIFICATE

Almost all blockchain related companies 
promote fairness, transparency and trust, 
but “can blockchain technology ensure 
trust?” The answer is yes, people may 
review the information in the blockchain 
to ensure all data sent is in sync or 
“unaltered”. Results sent or broadcasted 
to every blockchain are transparent and 
unchangeable. However, the trust issues 
are not just based at the blockchain 
level, but the area of built-in cheating in 
the gaming servers developed by the 
casino themselves.

4.3.3. GAMES TESTED 
BY ACCREDITED THIRD PARTY COMPANY 

– TRISIGMA B.V.
Online gaming software is designed with 
a backdoor to cheat the players or 
control the chances of winning. Poker 
games, for example, may easily be 
controlled to decide the types of cards 
to deal or allow cheaters to see their 
opponent’s cards. Casino games are 
specially designed so that clients always 
lose with large bet amounts. Even if 
there is no intention to cheat, casinos 
are still susceptible to hackers.

If there is an issue or dispute between the 

client and the casino, there should be a 

It is ensured to be up to international 
gambling standard.
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legal system which helps to resolve the 

issue as trust does not exist in the online 

gambling world. Therefore, it is very 

important for clients to know that an internet 

casino is controlled and regulated by a 

reputable jurisdiction. It is a serious criminal 

offense to run virtual casinos which takes 

advantages of their client’s money on their 

platform.

The UK Gambling Commission, for example, 

ensures the online casinos that act under 

their license comply with their regulations. 

All software should be tested by a 

third-party accredited software house for 

fairness and security operational procedures 

is followed for solving issues during 

operations. One of the accredited testing 

houses we are using is Trisigma B.V. Thus, 

under these regulations, we provide a 

platform without cheating and we will ensure 

our partners to follow the same standard.

Trisigma B.V. is a well-known software 

testing company accredited by UK 

Gambling Commission and the Dutch 

Council. It confirmed our games is up to 

both standards ISO/IEC 17020 (with 

identification I254) and ISO/IEC 17025 (with 

identification L531) within the scope of 

compliance testing and examination for 

gambling systems. Their qualified testing 

engineers carry out a comprehensive 

compilation of testing methods including 

documentation reviews, measurements, 

evaluation of calculations and simulations, 

statistical tests, functional tests, visual 

assessment, source code analysis and 

supervised builds to examine the product 

for requirements. These testing methods 

comprise the functional and statistical 

behaviors of the gambling system.

Apart from software testing, we also need to 

go through an annual game test audit. The 

purpose is to determine whether each 

procedure and task of gambling software 

development are strictly followed UK 

Gambling Commission guidelines.

(http://www.trisigma.nl/)



GlobeCas will completely reinvent the gambling industry by bringing together all the 
land-based and online casinos in the world. An integrated platform will be built to 
allow land-based casinos to broadcast their live dealer tables at the lowest cost to 
the most number of clients. Package services including compliance control, 
equipment setup, gambling software, technical and customer support which will 
assist the land-based casinos to get online in the easiest way possible. GlobeCas 
has already been granted the most recognized gambling license by the UK 
Gambling Commission, therefore we can cover those land-based casinos who 
would like to operate their own online channels.

This is a perfect solution for them to increase revenue by operating an online 
product. It can widely expand the customer base by broadcasting the same live 
dealer table in the land-based casino to the internet. Similarly, worldwide clients can 
gamble at home with the same view and experience as in the real casinos. By 
partnering with land-based casinos in various countries, players can freely visit any 
real land-based casinos from our platform. For land-based casinos themselves, 
there is no additional operating cost apart from the electricity of the live streaming 
equipment. The dealers only need to focus on their walk-in customers. Our well- 
developed software and system will automatically serve the online players, calculate 
their win and loss. The huge revenue generated by the online products are the main 
reason why land-based casinos want an online presence.
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5. GLOBECAS REVOLUTION



GlobeCas has added value to the platform by offering RNG games, poker games 
and sportsbook. These enhancements make our platform more diverse and attract 
more clients. By competing with different platforms, we learn from each other, 
improving the gambling industry for everyone.

GlobeCas will first build an online 
integrated platform, bring all land-based 
casinos channels together. Including 
well-developed poker games, RNG 
games, slot machines and sportsbook to 
attract more clients in the beginning. 
Livestreaming land-based casinos will 
involve some equipment. First, live 

5.1. OPERATION MODEL
streaming cameras are used to capture 
the whole scene of the dealer table and 
the dealer’s actions. Then, an automated 
card or game result recognition system 
assembled in the game table will sense 
the result and transmit to the player’s 
interface accordingly. This technique 
can be applied in Blackjack, Baccarat, 
Roulette and Sicbo.

Usually, running a live dealer studio 
needs to invest a large amount of 
money for the initial setup cost, which 
includes purchasing the live streaming 
equipment, installing the card 
recognition system and hiring dealers. 
The more live dealer tables, the more 

5.2. BUSINESS MODEL
dealers are needed. It usually takes 4 
dealers per table if the casino operates 
24/7. Therefore, an online casino 
typically offers limited tables due to cost 
control.
GlobeCas has broken the traditional 
online gambling ways, changing limited 
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PlayersLand-based Casino

Equipment Installation
and IT Support

Broadcosting Video
and Gaming Data

Enjoy Games

CS Support



Our crypto token GCT is utilized for 
betting across all joined land-based 
casinos. GlobeCas acts as a settlement 
center between clients and casinos. By 
the end of each month, GlobeCas settles 
each casino account and collects a fair 
ratio of the net revenue generated from 
our platform. Casinos, on the other hand, 
earn additional profit without the 
additional effort.

With the introduction of GCT, only one 
standard currency is used. There are no 
more USD tables, Euro tables, GBP 
tables etc., all players place wager with 
GCT only! They do not need to rely on 
third-party payment services, avoiding 
long transaction times and expensive 
transaction fees. GCT can be bought 
through many token exchange markets 
directly.

5.3. A SETTLEMENT HUB
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tables to a large number of tables by 
installing equipment in the physical 
casinos and livestreaming the actual 
dealer tables to the internet. We offer 
package services including the video 
cameras, special designed gambling 
tools, card recognition system, game 
control unit, monitor, dealer training, 
settlement system, support and 

customer services and much more. 
Besides the initial and maintenance fees, 
a reasonable percentage of the net 
revenue generated by the online clients 
would be collected. Other common 
income includes the on-site advertising 
that allowing our customers to promote

PlayersCasino

Package Service

Initial and Maintenance Fees
Settlement with GCT

Net Revenue Share

 their brands within GlobeCas.



Our customer services team and 
technical support team are geared to 
assist all joined land-based casinos in 
running their live dealer games. We have 
24-hour international support hotline to 
answer any enquiry. Our support team 
can remote into the land-based casino’s 
online system for diagnostics to 
determine any software issue, so it can 

be fixed immediately or decide if it is a 
hardware problem that will require onsite 
support. If it is found to be equipment 
problem, we will send our technicians to 
the physical location and replace the 
equipment. We are dedicated to put the 
live dealer system back online as soon 
as possible.

5.4. SUPPORT SERVICES
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GlobeCas is a network of casinos joined 
into a single, unilateral platform built with 
blockchain technology and use “GCT” 
as a trading currency. GCT stands for 
GlobeCas Token which is developed 
according to ERC20 token standard on 
the Ethereum blockchain.
We use GCT as the standard currency 
for our platform. This transaction method 
solves the deposit and withdrawal issues 
caused by the traditional methods of 
payment on other gambling sites. These 
long-established means of payment are 

6. INTRODUCTION OF GCT
expensive and sometimes problematic 
due to the time required to complete a 
transaction, or possibly having a 
transaction rejected due to several 
reasons. Now, no more limitations 
restrict the process of deposit and 
withdrawal. It becomes smoother and 
more user-friendly. It is foreseeable that 
the liquidity and demand of GCT will be 
remarkably high. It brings the global 
casinos closer and opens opportunities 
to gambling industry.



According to UK gambling law with 
license conditions LCCP 4.1.1 and 4.2.1 
with regards to the client’s funding 
protection, even clients who have 
deposited money to the company, still 
own the tokens until they are used in 
gambling. Therefore, it is important to 
separate business operations from 
customer’s tokens.

The general method is to use one wallet 
for operation and another wallet which is 
only responsible for all deposits and 
withdrawals. The wallet which holds the 
client’s tokens is called a segregated 
account. Security is the top priority in our 
software architecture. Thus, we minimize 
any risks. GCT are operated as the 
following two types:

6.1. GCT WALLET AND TECHNICAL OPERATION

The on-chain operation is mainly for a token transaction between GlobeCas and the 
clients. The average time to complete a transaction in the blockchain is roughly 30 
seconds to 1 minute and therefore, for any instant tasks such as gambling data will 
be done off-chain within our GlobeCas server hosted in our UK data center.
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GAMBLING
COMMISSION

GlobeCas
system

Protected by Gambling Commission Supervision

Deposit

Withdrawal

Players

Off-ChainOn-Chain

On-Chain
Refers to transactions
inside the blockchain.

Off-Chain
Refers to transactions

outside of the blockchain.
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Most virtual casinos use fiat currency for 
direct betting. This means, if a client 
registered his or her account using USD, 
the betting currency is USD. Therefore, 
in a poker room where multi-currencies 
are supported, we see USD room, GBP 
room or EUR room etc. Some online 
casinos require clients to purchase 
gaming tokens to avoid the 
multi-currency conversions.
For GlobeCas, we are using GCT as our 
standard currency. There is no need for 
GCT users to purchase any other type of 
gaming tokens and there is no 
exchange rate involved at all. Everyone is 

playing with the same currency - GCT.  
For clients who do not have GCT on 
hand, they may purchase GCT directly 
via many token exchange markets. 
GlobeCas provides the convenience for 
everyone who enjoys gambling.
To deposit GCT in GlobeCas platform, 
clients need to add their wallet 
addresses to our system. Once updated, 
clients can send GCT to the GlobeCas 
blockchain wallet and the balance will 
be updated accordingly. GlobeCas 
system tracks the GCT transactions and 
updates the account balance 
automatically.

6.2. DEPOSIT AND WITHDRAWAL ON-CHAIN FLOW

Deposit On-Chain Flow

Players

GlobeCas
system

Open GlobeCas
account and add
their own wallet
addresses to

GlobeCas system

Notify the deposit
wallet address

Notify that the balance
has been updated

Send GCT from their own wallet
to GlobeCas blockchain wallet

GlobeCas
blockchain wallet

Identify GlobeCas
system for balance update

1 2

4

5

3



For withdrawal, clients just need to make a withdrawal request and GlobeCas system 
makes instruction to trigger the blockchain wallet to transfer to the client’s wallet.
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Withdrawal On-Chain Flow

Players

GlobeCas
system

Request withdrawal
Accept

transaction request

Players get GCT
when transaction is confirmed

GlobeCas
blockchain wallet

Make instruction
3

1

2

4



Of course, GCT are not just the 
gambling chips on the GlobeCas 
platform, they’re used in all kinds of 
tables and games. This currency could 
be directly purchased through many 

token exchange markets. There is no 
need for players to buy any other type of 
gaming tokens. They place a bet with 
GCT and withdraw the payout in GCT.
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6.3. USAGE OF GCT
STANDARDIZE THE CURRENCY

IN GAMBLING INDUSTRY

In today’s gambling industry, the number 
of casinos in the market are countless. 
Many of them issue their own gaming 
tokens, thus there is a risk that is caused 
by liquidation. No matter how many 
physical chips or virtual tokens you own, 

they could become worthless if that 
casino goes bankrupt. GlobeCas solved 
this issue by grouping various 
land-based casinos, our GCT can be 
use in any one of them, avoiding a 
single casino’s bankruptcy issues.

PROTECT CLIENT FROM A SOLE CASINO

Some online casinos use bitcoin as the 
transaction currency, it is reported that 
there are many cases where players are 
unable to withdraw the balance. Worst, 
customers have no authority to accept 
complains. GlobeCas is strictly regulated 

by UK Gambling Commission, this will 
guarantee customers’ withdrawal. We 
also use the smart contract to send the 
GCT automatically for certain games 
once the gaming results present, such 
as lottery.

 ENSURE THE PAYOUT

When running a casino with a license 
under the UK Gambling Commission, 
KYC is a must to protect both the casino 
itself and its clients. Regardless of 
whether you visit the physical casinos or 
login to the virtual casinos, KYC is 

always required. GlobeCas makes use 
of the blockchain technology to reduce 
the trouble from KYC. The clients are 
only required to do it once in GlobeCas 
platform, then they can access all land- 
based casinos within the network.

KYC CONVENIENCE



7.1. GCT ALLOCATION
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We all know clearly that this kind of integrated platform is a progression of the 
industry. We are the world’s first licensed company to create this platform with the 
standard transaction currency GlobeCas Token. GCT will be traded in all 
cryptocurrency exchange markets.

The above diagram shows how the GCT 
is allocated. Total token issued is 
20,000,000,000 GCT (100%). The 
largest number of tokens (45%) are in 
public sale. We offer extra bonus to 
investors in different stages. The second 
largest number of tokens (40%) are in 
the casino bank reserve. It is put into a 
Cold wallet and locked by smart contract 
for a period. 10% of the tokens are 

7. CROWDSALE

Number of
GCT

allocated to the team. It is locked up to 
24 months and released gradually to 
avoid flooding the market with tokens. 
For details please refer to our website 
www.globecas.com. The finally 5% is 
distributed to our bounty program, 
rewarding our supporters and 
communities.

Reserve

Sale

Team

Bounty Program

40%

10%

45%

5%

 Casino Bank Reserve 

Team

Sale

Bounty Program

Total of GCT
issued

8,000,000,000 (40%)

2,000,000,000 (10%)

9,000,000,000 (45%)

1,000,000,000 (5%) 

20,000,000,000 (100%)
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The above diagram shows how the 
acquired ETH will be used. 30% of the 
funding is allocated to pursue the 
purchase of a land-based casino and 
implement the broadcast equipment. 
This is a perfect prototype for attracting 
other brick and mortar casinos to join 

our network. The growth is expected to 
be exponential. For product 
development and marketing, 20% of 
funding is allocated respectively. The 
remaining funding is used for 
compliance issue, business growth and 
operation.

www.globecas.com

GlobeCas’s token sale is divided into 
two parts, Pre-ICO and ICO. Different 
percentages of bonus are shown on 
GCT Price.

7.2. FUNDS ALLOCATION
We will start the project earlier once the 
soft cap has been met which is 5 million 
USD or equivalent cryptocurrency and 
end earlier if the hard cap 50 million 
USD or equivalent cryptocurrency is 
reached prior to the end of crowdsale.

Funds
Allocation

Purchase of
land-based casino

Product development
& Maintenance

Legal, Advisory
& Compliance

Marketing / Advertisement

Business Growth
& Development

Operation

30%

20%
20%

15%

10%

5%
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GlobeCas promotes the investment and 
gambling use of GCT to create a great 
demand for people to purchase GCT.
GlobeCas offers a bonus program to 

early supporters in our ICO,
Below shows the exchange rate 
between USD and GCT, and our bonus 
program:
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7.3. GCT PRICE

Total Token Sold

>15% - 30%

>30% - 50%

>50% - 75%

>75% - 100%

1 USD = 218.7 GCT

1 USD = 210.6 GCT

1 USD = 202.5 GCT

1 USD = 194.4 GCT

1 USD = 178.2 GCT

Exchange rate including Bonus

+35%

+30%

+25%

+20%

+10%

Bonus

Original Price: 1 USD = 162 GCT

It is our responsibility to ensure our 
GCT’s value. Solid business background 
and experience, we are confident to 
make GCT become the mainstream in 

7.4. TOKEN VALUE
gambling industry. Unlike other 
companies, we have fully grasped the 
perfect technology, making GCT 
practical in deposit and withdrawal.

GCT can be bought with fiat currency or 
major cryptocurrencies in the crypto 
exchanges. The price of GCT is linked to 
USD, so if you would like to buy GCT 
with major cryptocurrencies like 
Ethereum or Bitcoin, we would base on 
its spot USD value to determine the 
number of GCT purchase.

This can protect both parties from higher 
volatility of cryptocurrencies’ price in a 
fleeting period, for instance, ETH’s value 
sometimes fluctuates more than 20% in 
a day. By way of explanation, the price 
of GCT in ETH is set based on the price 
of ETH in USD. The price of GCT in ETH 
will be updated only if ETH’s value 
fluctuates more than 5%. 

0% - 15%
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To make the crowdsale more effective, 
we offer 5% GCT for bounty program. 
The bounty program details will be 
released shortly. Please stay turned for 

the incoming updates in our official 
website www.globecas.com or sign up 
for our social media updates.

8. ROADMAP
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7.5. BOUNTY PROGRAM

We have over 13 years of solid business experience in the gambling industry and 
have spent lots of efforts in developing our software. We would like to continue to 
develop high-quality gaming technologies and promote land-based casinos to go 
online. To show how the operation and business model work, a brick and mortar 
casino will be bought. Traditional casinos operators are welcomed to visit our 
casinos to understand every step. This prototype clearly demonstrates how the live 
streaming equipment is installed and how worldwide players can join and play in real 
casinos with their computers or mobile devices. Just like a laboratory, GlobeCas will 
continue to invent and test different broadcast technologies which can improve 
efficiency and growth.

Next, we will build a vast network with different partners in the world. Based on our 
team’s strong business background in the gambling industry, our founders have 
already discussed with several land-based casinos which are planning to join our 
platform. The details will be announced soon.

In ICO market, the unsold tokens can be 
kept, burnt or airdropped. Considering 
the investors’ perspective, the way to 
deal with the unsold tokens would affect 
the valuation of their investment. 

Therefore, in order to maximize 
investors’ interest, we would like to 
airdrop the unsold tokens proportionally 
to participants in the crowdsale.
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VIP sale > Pre-ICO > ICO

Crowdsale ProgramMay – Dec 2018

List on different exchange platforms

Cryptocurrency ExchangesJan 2019

Soft launch with our well-developed

full feature poker and RNG games

GlobeCas Entertainment PlatformJan 2019

Purchase a UK land-based casino and

implement live broadcast technologies

for instant live dealer streaming

Land-based Casino PrototypeFeb – Apr 2019

Connect three UK land-based casinos

who we have dealt in advance

Implementation May – June 2019

Integrate our complete Sportsbook

into the GlobeCas platform

Enhancements July 2019

Aug 2019 - 2021

Aug 2019 - 2021

1st Year –  at least 15 land-based casinos

2nd Year – at least 50 land-based casinos

More Land-based Casinos to Join

Our team will apply for a worldwide

gaming license to suit our ambitious expansion

Worldwide gambling licenses
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We are a team of true professionals with solid business and rich gambling knowledge.

We know how every components in the gambling industry fits together.

Mr. Sunny Lam
Chief Executive Officer (CEO)

Mr. Lam has extensive experience in the online 

gambling industry with over 13 years of UK 

gambling compliance, software and IT 

development experience. He has deep 

understanding of how a traditional online 

casino operates, and rich expertise in analyzing 

and managing players' behavior and mentality.

He is a true entrepreneur with profound 

knowledge in finance, operations, and marketing. 

Mr. Lam holds a Civil and Mechanical Engineering degree at McMaster 

University, Canada and a Personal Management License issued by the UK 

Gambling Commission, authorizing him to operate and manage any 

casino-related issues.

9. OUR MANAGEMENT TEAM

Mr. Ken Au Yeung
Chief Technology Officer (CTO)

Mr. Au Yeung is a business-oriented person 

with 10 years of software development 

experience in multiple areas of gambling 

systems, including but not limited to software 

architecture design, the creation of front and 

backend, implementation of game mechanics 

and database. Mr. Au Yeung's main 

responsibility is to make sure the company's 

technology strategy serves towards the business 

direction and he is leading a team of IT 

developers, multimedia designers, and testers to develop the GlobeCas 

platform.

Mr. Au Yeung holds a computer science degree in University of Toronto, 

Canada. He is a registered IT professional in UK Gambling Commission and 

has developed more than 100+ games with his team over the decade.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/jonesunny/https://www.facebook.com/jonejone123

https://www.linkedin.com/in/kenay/

https://www.facebook.com/jonejone123
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jonesunny/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kenay/
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Mr. Nathaniel Wong
Director of Product Management

Mr. Wong is highly experienced in product 
development with excellent management 
skills. He oversees day-to-day operations of 
the Casino. He is working closely with 
marketing and senior management to define 
and develop the Casino strategy.

Mr. Wilson Man
Online Marketing Director

Knowledgeable and experienced with measuring 
performance of direct and online marketing 
campaigns, He is an advertising expert on 
Google, Yahoo and other advertising platforms. 
Mr. Man will be leading a team for online 
gambling campaigns, closing deals through 
negotiation, campaign management and 
marketing.

Mr. Victor Yu
Head of Security Audit and Risk Management

Experienced in software development background, 
firewall management and ethical hacking, Mr. Yu's 
responsibility is to ensure good security measures 
are in place, including the protection of clients' data, 
monitoring the network to prevent abnormal 
activities or any potential exploits from hackers.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/wilsonmman/

https://www.linkedin.com/in/nathaniel-wong-588a2597/

https://www.linkedin.com/in/vic-yu/

https://www.linkedin.com/in/nathaniel-wong-588a2597/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/wilsonmman/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/vic-yu/
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Mr. Daniel Wolstenholme
Online Business Strategy & Digital Marketing Expert

Mr. Wolstenholme is familiar with cryptocurrency from 
the ground up to how it works in principle. Daniel has 
been a digital marketing consultant for 5 years and 
has helped various companies acquire more 
customers to create a competitive online presence. 
Mr. Wolstenholme will be working with a team of 
designers to develop a cutting-edge design to 
strengthen our brand online.

Mr. Bradley Williamson
Compliance & Responsible Gambling Officer

Responsible for all regulatory compliance, 
responsible gambling, money laundering, 
licensing, and procedures for GlobeCas, Mr. 
Williamson is in the process of registering as 
the compliance officer in UK Gambling 
Commission.
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Mr. John Van der Vos
ICO Advisor and Compliance Professionalt

John is a FCA accredited professional with CF1 
& CF30 functioned in the financial sector. He 
has vast knowledge and experience in ICO with 
great connections to the cryptocurrency 
investors. John will be working with GlobeCas 
for the success of the project.

Mr. William Cartmell
Lawyer, Legal Advisor

Mr. Cartmell is our legal advisor with great 
knowledge in cryptocurrency regulations 
around the world. He provides information and 
advises with regards to the regulatory 
compliance, legal risk, taxation and structure of 
the company to prepare the growth in the 
potential markets.

Mr. Faisel Shuib
On-Chain & Off-Chain Security Advisor

Mr. Shuib is a qualified and experienced cyber 
security professional with years of experience and 
knowledge of ethical hacking. Mr. Shuib will ensure 
GlobeCas's system is secure and invulnerable from 
hacking or cyber-attacks.

Advisor Profile

https://www.linkedin.com/in/johnvandervos/

https://www.linkedin.com/in/william-cartmell-2b61b854/

https://www.linkedin.com/in/faiselshuib/

https://www.linkedin.com/in/johnvandervos/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/william-cartmell-2b61b854/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/faiselshuib/
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10. DISCLAIMER
Caution: We will never ask for your 
private key or ask for a transaction to a 
private address.

All contribution wallet addresses will only 
be shown on the official ICO website,
www.globecas.com.

Should anyone request you to transfer 
any currency to them via private messages 
or any other channels other than the 
those listed on www.globecas.com, it 
could be a scam.

For any enquiries, please feel free to email info@globecas.com

We cannot guarantee the GCT will rise in 
value or provide a return. Owning GCT 
does not constitute a share of equity or 
ownership on GlobeCas platform. This 
document does not constitute a 
prospectus of any sort and is not an 
Initial Public Offering or Share/Equity 
offering. GCT does not involve in any 
forms of ordinary shares, and no 
dividends are guaranteed on GCT. 
Ethereum is an experimental technology 
and all potential risks cannot be 
enumerated. We are not responsible for 
any losses that may occur.

https://www.begambleaware.org/ http://www.gamcare.org.uk/http://www.trisigma.nl/

https://bitcoin.org/en/ https://www.ethereum.org/

https://www.globecas.com/https://www.globecas.com/
https://secure.gamblingcommission.gov.uk/PublicRegister/Search/Detail/1799

https://www.globecas.com/
https://www.globecas.com/
https://secure.gamblingcommission.gov.uk/PublicRegister/Search/Detail/1799
https://www.begambleaware.org/
http://www.trisigma.nl/
http://www.gamcare.org.uk/
https://bitcoin.org/
https://www.ethereum.org/

